
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CREATIVE ESSAY ON THE TOPIC OF REED

COLLEGE

How did you first become interested in Reed and why do you think Reed might be an appropriate place, both socially
and academically, to continue your.

If the Committee approves your proposal, students will follow the same thesis schedule and meet the same
thesis due dates as those students writing critical theses, with the exception of the Draft deadline, even though
requirements may overlap. What hooks you? The Long Poem Full course for one semester. We will explore
ways chance has been used and can be used as a motivating instrument, but with a steady eye on how it
introduces possibilities for objectivity and care. We encourage students to meet with members of the Creative
Thesis Committee to discuss both proposals and writing samples before they turn their proposals in.
Prerequisite: a writing sample of three to five poems and consent of instructor. Such a reading list should
reflect both the student's interests and needs in the genre, and might include critical as well as creative texts.
Essays may be lightly modified for readability or to protect the anonymity of contributors, but we do not edit
essay examples prior to publication. Queer Writing Full course for one semester. But as writers, we have the
power to remake language with intentionâ€”or even choose to altogether reclaim or create language anew. We
will employ some somatic methods together, while others will take the shape of weekly assignments. The
Short Story Full course for one semester. The Creative Thesis Committee, in consultation with the Division
faculty, will assign thesis advisers to those approved to write creative theses. Prerequisites: a previous
workshop course, a writing sample of three to five poems, and consent of the instructor. To protect the
anonymity of contributors, we've removed their names and personal information from the essays. See specific
listing for other prerequisites. Which is to say that the personal essay may look outward as much as it looks
inward. This workshop is designed for students with considerable experience in writing short fiction. Somatic
Writing Full course for one semester. Independent writing projects. Enrollment limited to  Students will
choose and explore personal and factual sources and, over the course of the semester, write fiction that takes
these sources into account.


